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How to set the subdivision on the controller box 

 

In this article, we will teach you how to set the subdivision on the controller box. On the back 

panel of controller box, there’s a table to show the relationship between switch status and 

subdivision. And next to the table, there’re switches of each axis. We have two kinds of 

motion controller, one is MOC-01 series and the other one is MOC-02 series.  

 

Let’s see the following pictures: 

1. This is the back panel picture of MOC-01-2 motion controller. The method of setting 

subdivision for other series controller is same to this one. 

 

Let’s see the switches firstly. Each axis has two switches to decide the subdivision of itself. For 

example, on this picture, the subdivision of X axis is decided by 5 and 6 switches and the 

subdivision of Y axis is decided by 3 and 4 switches. 

 

On the top right corner of switches, there’s an “ON” label. It means that the up position of 

switch is ON, the down position of switch is OFF. So we can know the status of switches for X 

axis is OFF and ON, and Y axis is OFF and ON as well. 

 

Let’s see the left table, when the status of switches is OFF and ON, the subdivision should be 

2. So the subdivision for both of X axis and Y axis is 2. 

 

If you want to change the subdivision, please change the status of switches according to the 

table. 

 

2. This is the back panel picture of MOC-02-3 motion controller. The method of setting 

subdivision for other series controller is same to this one. 
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Let’s see the switches firstly. Each axis has two switches to decide the subdivision of itself. For 

example, on this picture, the subdivision of X axis is decided by 11 and 12 switches, the 

subdivision of Y axis is decided by 9 and 10 switches and the subdivision of Z axis is decided 

by 7 and 8 switches. 

 

On the top right corner of switches, there’s “ON” label. It means that the up position of switch 

is ON, the down position of switch is OFF. So we can know the status of switches for X axis is 

ON and ON, Y axis is ON and OFF and Z axis is ON and OFF as well. 

 

Let’s see the left table, when the status of switches is ON and ON, the subdivision should be 

8. When the status of switches is ON and OFF, the subdivision should be 2. So the subdivision 

of X axis is 8. The subdivision for both of Y axis and Z axis is 2. 

 

If you want to change the subdivision, please change the status of switches according to the 

table. 

 

Any other questions, please contact us. 

 

 

 


